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Rapid Intervention Team (RIT)
SIZE-UP / ASSESSMENT OF CONDITIONS

A. Evaluate pre-arrival information (weather, time, etc.).
B. Evaluate on-scene conditions:

1. Strategy & tactics currently used
2. Fire ground operational time vs. progress
3. Current fire and smoke conditions
4. Water supply

C. Conduct a 360° perimeter, check if possible, determine:
1. Occupancy
2. Construction type
3. Special hazards
4. Location of window and doors

D. Determine utility control status
E. Determine interior crew(s) locations as best possible.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS AND CHECKLIST

A. Disable security features when possible.
B. Consider placing ladders at upper floors for secondary egress.
C. Consider placing entry lighting so crews can find exits.

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

A. Incident Commander
1. Assign RIT to area of operations (area may be entire structure or to a

Division).
2. Keep RIT Leader apprised of current action plan, assignments and

locations of crews working in hazard areas.
3. In the event of a “Mayday” or lost firefighter:

a. Acknowledge the mayday call with crew or individual.
b. Determine most likely location of lost or trapped crew (s).
c. Activate RIT team to location of lost firefighter(s) or last known

location.  Recon based on PASS alarms and mayday radio traffic.
d. If firefighters call for mayday on operational channel, move other

operational traffic to another channel.
e. Initiate a PAR to determine number of lost or trapped personnel.
f. Recall all available crews to CP, for reassignment.
g. Call dispatch for additional resources.
h. Assign Rescue Group Supervisor.
i. Monitor progress.

B. Rapid Intervention Team (RIT)
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1. Monitor all operational radio channels including dispatch and Mayday
channel.

2. Determine availability and location of minimum essential RIT equipment.
a. RIT staging tarp
b. Rescue air supply pack or spare SCBA
c. Thermal imaging camera
d. Hose line (from a secondary water supply if possible)
e. Lighting
f. Communications
g. Forcible entry tools (irons)
h. 150’ rescue/guide rope

3. Determine availability and location of secondary RIT equipment.
a. Specialized / heavy rescue equipment
b. Additional air resources
c. Lighting
d. Water supply

4. Upon notification by IC of Mayday call, go to assigned emergency radio
channel and stop scanning other frequencies.

5. Upon activation by the IC, the RIT crew will immediately begin operations
related to providing emergency assistance to the crew(s) needing
assistance.

6. RIT crews will determine, as best possible, the location of the crew(s)
needing assistance.

7. Upon locating the crew(s) needing assistance, RIT crews will establish the
location by communicating the location to the IC and by marking the
location with a rescue/search rope.

8. RIT crew(s) should provide for immediate stabilization of the incident by
following the AWARE concept for an operational rescue plan including:

a. AIR – Immediate extrication rescue, if possible, should be
accomplished only after the basic life support needs of the crew(s)
have been considered.  Provide for immediate air if necessary, and
always have emergency air immediately available.

b. WATER – Provide for sheltering in place, if necessary.
c. RADIO – Provide endangered crews with communications, if

possible.
d. EXTRICATION – Extrication efforts should be undertaken only after

the basic survival needs of endangered crews have been
established.  Determine an action plan for extrication and call for
appropriate resources early.

9. RIT crews should provide for an immediate scene safety assessment to
determine the safety of the immediate operations area.  Immediate action
should be taken to provide for as safe as working conditions as possible.


